
Mathematis 131 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 1Exam 2 { Things to KnowOtober 19, 2004General Information� The seond exam of the semester will be given on Wednesday evening, Otober 27 at6:00pm, in Haberlin 103 (the large leture hall on 1st oor Haberlin). You will haveuntil 7:30pm to work on the exam if you need that muh time.� Alternate time for those who have onits: Wednesday evening, Otober 27, 7:30pm- 9:00pm. If neither time works for you, ontat me as soon as possible to arrange foranother time to take the exam.� This exam will over the material we have studied sine the �rst exam { Chapter 2and setions 1 - 5 of Chapter 3 in the text. (See below for a more detailed breakdownof the topis to know.)� A basi sienti� (non-graphing) alulator will be provided for your use on the exam.� You will not be allowed to use ell-phones, omputers, or any other eletroni de-vies during the exam. Please do not bring them with you; they will be subjet toon�sation for the period of the exam if you use them.We will review for the exam in lass on Tuesday, Otober 26.Material To KnowYou should know the following topis:A) Setion 2.1 { Average veloity (vave = x(t+�t)�x(t)�t ) and instantaneous veloity (vinst =lim�t!0 x(t+�t)�x(t)�t ).B) Setion 2.2 { Limits1) Know the preise de�nition of the statement limx! f(x) = L (see page 64 in text orlass notes) and what it means2) Know the Limit Theorems (Theorem 2.1 in text) and how to use them to evaluatelimits.3) Know how to tell when limx! f(x) does not exist beause one-sided limits are di�erentor beause f(x) has an in�nite disontinuity at .C) Setion 2.3 { The Derivative at a point1) Know the preise de�nition f 0(x) = limh!0 f(x+h)�f(x)h (limit of the di�erene quo-tient for f) and how to apply it to ompute some simple derivatives (like ones fromproblem sets and lass notes)2) Also know how to estimate f 0(x) numerially by approximating the limit of the dif-ferene quotient. 1



2) Know the interpretation of f 0(x) as the slope of the tangent line to y = f(x) at x,and how to �nd the equation of the tangent line at a given point.D) Setion 2.4 { The Derivative funtion1) Know how to sketh a qualitative graph of y = f 0(x), given the graph y = f(x)without y-axis sale2) Also know how to estimate f 0(x), given the graph y = f(x) with oordinate grid.3) f 0 positive on an interval implies f is inreasing on that interval; f 0 negative on aninterval implies f is dereasing on that intervalE) Setion 2.5 { Interpretations of the derivative1) Know how to interpret the derivative as the instantaneous rate of hange of the fun-tion, and how to determine units for the derivativeF) Setion 2.6 { The seond derivative1) f 00 positive on an interval implies f 0 is inreasing on that interval and graph of f isonave up; f 00 negative on an interval implies f 0 is dereasing on that interval andgraph of f is onave down2) seond derivative of position with respet to time is aelerationG) Setion 2.7 { Continuity and di�erentiability1) Preise de�nition of ontinuity: f is ontinuous at x =  if limx! f(x) = f().2) Know that sharp orners, usps, or vertial tangents give points where a funtion isnot di�erentiable3) If f is di�erentiable at x, then f is ontinuous at x.H) Setions 3.1 and 3.2 { Derivative rules for sums, onstant multiples, powers, polynomi-als, exponentials (Know how to apply all of these on funtions like ones seen on problemsets, et.)I) Setion 3.3 { Produt and Quotient Rules { know the statements and how to apply themJ) Setion 3.4 { Chain Rule { know the statement and how to apply itK) Setion 3.5 { Derivatives of trigonometri funtionsSome Good Review ProblemsFrom the Review problems at the end of Chapter 2: 1-8, 13-15, 22, 25, 28, 29, 31, 36From the Review problems at the end of Chapter 3: All the problems 1-52 exept onesinvolving arsin, artan are good pratie { you don't need to do them all, but pik a\representative sample", 60, 69, 70, 72The \Chek Your Understanding Problems" at the end of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 arealso very good for studying. 2


